University of Illinois Graduate Destination Information for Agricultural Communications B.S. Recipients in the 2012-2015 Academic Years

Employers and Positions
AgReliant Genetics – Sales Trainee
Aon – HR Analyst
Charleston | Orwig – Research Intern
Conservatory of Recording Arts & Sciences – Audio Engineering
Environmental Law & Policy Center – Development Intern
Farm Credit Illinois – Marketplace Communication Specialist
Illinois Soybean Association – Communications Coordinator
John Deere – Construction & Forestry Marketing Representative (2)
Lock Farms – Agriculture Production Assistant
Lumpe + McClelland – Farmer
Midwest Family Broadcasting – Farm Broadcaster Assistant
Monsanto – District Sales Manager Trainee
Northern Trust Corporation – Analyst Investment Operations
Osborn Barr – Associate (2)

Based upon information from 91% of Ag Communications graduates from Dec 12 - Aug 15.
Staff Management SMX – Centralized Services Coordinator
The Midwest Center for Investigative Reporting – Reporter
The Mx Group – Social Media Coordinator
TMC – Sales Representative
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign – Communications Assistant
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign – College of Engineering Special Events
University of Illinois Institute for Genomic Biology – Media Communications Specialist
WSMI Radio – Agricultural Broadcaster

Institution and Areas of Study
University of Indiana Maurer – Juris Doctorate

This information is summarized from data collected via ACES Graduate Destination Survey and represents 91% (29) of the Agricultural Communications graduates from December 2012 - August 2015. The three year average salary in this concentration is $45,411.